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A B S T R A C T

High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has great potential to thermally ablate diseased tissues with minimal
invasion. Yet, HIFU practice has limited cancer treatment potential since the absorption, diffusion, and reflection
of ultrasound prevent HIFU from penetrating the body to deep and concealed diseased tissue. To explore a vision
of deployable HIFU transducers, this research introduces an origami-inspired concept wherein a deployable
tessellated acoustic array is employed to reduce the distance between the HIFU transducer and diseased tissues.
A flat-foldable HIFU transducer array is considered, such that the compact shape is used to pass through the
human body and then deployed into the operational form for treatment. Here a theoretical framework is de-
veloped to study the focusing and thermal heating capabilities of the tessellated array in a multilayer en-
vironment. It is observed that the wavefield and thermal elevation realized by the foldable array are functionally
similar to those of an ideal arc-shaped transducer. Folding patterns that permit adequate curvature and high
quality factor, and that balance slenderness and conformability are found to be beneficial for an ultrasound
focusing practice. The efficacy of the analytical predictions are verified through direct numerical simulations. All
together, the results encourage attention to foldable array concepts as potential means to advance in-vivo HIFU-
based procedures.

1. Introduction

High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is a promising therapeutic
technique to thermally ablate diseased tissues [1]. When guided by
monitoring methods such as magnetic resonance imaging [2], the fo-
cused ultrasound may converge to the target with needed precision and
reduced invasion. Moreover, thermal ablation by HIFU is less risky than
radiotherapy and traditional surgical removal of tumors, therefore re-
peated HIFU treatments are permissible [3]. Due to these advantages,
HIFU is widely studied [4–6] and considered as a desirable treatment
option in practice [7–11].

Despite successful applications, limitations still exist in current
HIFU treatment approaches. For instance, focused acoustic energy may
be reflected due to acoustic impedance mismatch along the wave pro-
pagation path, so that insufficient heat may be generated at the target
location [1,3,12]. In addition, HIFU may be less effective for tissue deep
in the body such that absorption along the propagation path diminishes
the power of the focused ultrasound [13,14]. The aforementioned
challenges originate from the distance between diseased tissues and
HIFU transducers that are placed outside human body. It is envisioned
that the transducer may be in the close proximity of target location by

moving HIFU transducer into the body. As such, concerns regarding
impedance mismatch and wave absorption are lessened, albeit not
eliminated. Yet the size of existing commercial HIFU transducers pro-
hibits such a concept from realization.

The emergence of origami science inspires a feasible solution to this
problem. One intriguing attribute of origami-based design is an op-
portunity to govern system shape by simple folding actions. This leads
to means to tailor system properties for engineered materials [15,16],
antennas [17,18], and waveguides [19,20]. The shape change also
permits exceptional deployability from a highly compact stowed state.
Such deployability is exemplified for microgrippers [21,22], drug de-
livery [23], heart catheterization [24,25], and more [26]. Here, de-
ployable tessellated acoustic arrays are expected to deliver a compacted
HIFU transducer close to the point of care, where the array may be able
to thermally ablate the diseased tissue by deployment. After the treat-
ment, the compacted transducer is removed from the body by reversible
folding. This report builds from recent evidence to computationally
investigate the viability of a foldable array to thermally ablate tissue as
a first step towards such promising practical potential.

In such acoustic arrays, the tessellated facets are considered to be
normally vibrating, baffled pistons that radiate acoustic waves [27–29].
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When the tessellation is folded from the flat form in Fig. 1(a), the
acoustic waves converge to the folding-induced circle center and focus
acoustic energy. The tessellation employed in Fig. 1(a) is curved Miura-
ori, with geometric parameters denoted in Fig. 1(b, c). The folding
extent is governed by the folding angle θ, Fig. 1(c). A well-known
characteristic of Miura-ori-based tessellations is flat-foldability [30],
which signifies that the tessellated facets are coplanar under both states
of unfolded ( −x y plane) and fully folded ( −x z plane), as shown in
Fig. 1(d). In addition, for the specific tessellated array studied here,
Fig. 1(d) shows that the largest dimension of the fully folded config-
uration is 15% of the unfolded array. This demonstrates that the folding
operation would reduce the size of the working HIFU transducer by as
much as 85% before deployment into the curved form shown in
Fig. 1(b) for treatment. The potential of such deployability has clear
advantages over existing HIFU techniques with fixed-shape spherical
transducers [31,32] or phased arrays [4,5]. From the illustrations of the
concept, it is apparent that reconfigurable tessellated acoustic arrays
may enable new opportunities for deploying HIFU practices against
diseased tissues currently unable to be treated.

This report establishes an analytical model to examine the efficacy
of reconfigurable tessellated acoustic array to provide adequate heat for
thermal ablation of tissue. The analytical formulation is created with
acoustic and bio-heat modeling. Analytical results are investigated for
evidence of thermal ablation capabilities and benchmarked against an
arc-shaped HIFU transducer with more ideal focusing surfaces. A high-
fidelity finite element model is then composed and the numerical si-
mulations are compared with the analysis outcomes to verify the effi-
cacy of the straightforward theoretical framework. Finally, a summary
of research discoveries is provided along with key conclusions.

2. Analytical model formulation

Rayleigh’s integral is sufficient to predict the acoustic field radiated
from the acoustic transducer into an unbounded fluid medium. Yet, for
HIFU treatment the ultrasound travels through a multilayered en-
vironment so that impedance differences are encountered at each in-
terface along the path to the target. Reflection and refraction of acoustic
waves may occur at such interfaces between layers. Taking into account
all of these factors, here a theoretical framework is established to pre-
dict linear, continuous wave propagation from the tessellated array
through a multilayer environment. The acoustic pressure determined
from the analysis is then used to compute the thermal change induced
in the targeted medium, according to a steady-state solution of the bio-
heat transfer equation [33].

In this work, the tessellation of curved Miura-ori is employed to
assemble the acoustic array. The folded geometry of the curved Miura-
ori unit is defined by edge lengths a1 and b1, edge angles γ1 and γ2, and

folding angle θ, Fig. 1(b, c). The dimensions a2 and b2 are dependent on
the prior parameters [30]. For an array assembly of such units, the
notations Mx × My are used to describe the numbers of units assembled
in the x and y dimensions, respectively. For example, the tessellation
shown in Fig. 1(d) has 16 × 2 units as active area. The folding-induced
geometric reconfiguration of curved Miura-ori array is established in
previous work [34], and is not repeated here for sake of brevity.

2.1. Acoustic pressure in single layer of medium

Rayleigh’s integral is used to characterize the acoustic waves ra-
diated from the oscillating surfaces of the curved Miura-ori array into
the adjacent medium. The method developed by Ocheltree and Frizzell
[35] is employed here to discretize each facet into sub-facets of smaller
areas as shown in Fig. 2(a). To be specific, the original parallelogram
facet is divided into two triangles and each triangle is discretized into
four smaller triangles after once refinement. With sufficient refinement,
regions of the adjacent fluid in the near field of the array are in the far
field of each discretized element, which permits summation of ele-
mental responses as point sources to determine the overall acoustic
pressure. All results reported here are obtained after convergence stu-
dies that confirm the refinement of the discretized array surface leads to
consistent outcome of total acoustic pressure. The rule of thumb is to
guarantee at least six elements along one wavelength, while computa-
tion cost is linearly proportional with the number of triangular sub-
facets.

The acoustic pressure delivered from the ith baffled, vibrating sub-
facet to the field point is
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The density of the fluid is ρ; ω is the angular oscillating frequency of
the facet; Ai is the area of the ith sub-facet; u is the amplitude of the
normal velocity over Ai; =k ω c/ is the acoustic wavenumber with the
sound speed c; ri is the vector from the center of the ith sub-facet to the
field point; α is the attenuation coefficient of the medium with units
(Np/m/MHz).

2.2. Acoustic pressure in multilayered media

In order to demonstrate the strategy to model the propagation of
acoustic waves in multilayered media, an example of two layers is
discussed here. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the reconfigurable tessellated
acoustic array is located in the first layer and radiates acoustic waves
into the second layer. To consider the acoustic transmission and re-
flection between layers, the acoustic pressure is first determined for all
locations on the interface. For this purpose, the interface is discretized

Fig. 1. Concept overview. (a) Curved array reconfigured from flat tessellation, which focuses acoustic waves near the circle center. (b) Geometric notation of
unfolded unit of curved Miura-ori. (c) Folded shape of curved Miura-ori unit and folding angle θ. (d) Flat-foldability of curved Miura-ori tessellation and compactness
under fully folded state.
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in Fig. 2(b) to capture the distribution of acoustic pressure. Such dis-
cretization is based on the same principle as the discretization of the
transducer surfaces [35,32].

The acoustic pressure on the lth sub-interface due to the radiation
from the ith tessellated sub-facet is
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where the subscripts of ρ1, k1, and α1 indicate the layer number, and ril is
the vector from the geometric center of the ith sub-facet to that of the lth

sub-interface.
Considering the acoustic waves arriving at the interface are sphe-

rical, the magnitude of the particle velocity due to →pi l in the 1st layer
side of the lth sub-interface is
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The acoustic waves may be transmitted and reflected at the inter-
face. The transmission and reflection coefficients of the particle velocity
are respectively [12]
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The φi and φt are the incident and refracted elevation angles, re-
spectively, which satisfy Snell’s law and are dependent on the locations
of ith sub-facet and lth sub-interface. The problem is three-dimensional
(3D) in general, although the reflection and refraction modeling for
each discretized surface element is limited to the 2D plane through
which each ray passes, like the example shown in Fig. 2(b). This is a
special case of more general interface modeling because the interface in
this study has normal vectors parallel with the z axis, Fig. 2(b). In terms
of the incident vector, it is computed from the geometric center of the ith

sub-facet to that of the lth sub-interface.
The amplitudes of the transmitted and reflected normal particle

velocities on the lth sub-interface due to the radiation from the ith sub-
facet of the tessellated acoustic array are respectively
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Based on linear superposition, the transmitted and reflected normal
particle velocity amplitudes on the lth sub-interface are respectively
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where N is the number of discretized sub-facets on the tessellated
acoustic source.

Then the transmitted and reflected acoustic pressures from the in-
terface are determined by superposition of all discretized interface
contributions.
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The L is the total number of discretized sub-interfaces in the in-
terface, and r| |l is the distance between the lth sub-interface and the field
point that receives either transmission or reflection.

Although only two layers are discussed here, the strategy may be
extended to consider a greater number of layers. As a result, the
acoustic field in each bounded layer includes the transmission from the
prior interface and the reflection from the next interface. Yet, two ex-
ceptions exist. In the first layer, the direct radiation of the acoustic
array is present and there is no contribution from transmission from a
prior layer. Also, there are no reflected waves in the final layer, which is
assumed to be unbounded.

2.3. Ultrasound-induced heat

For the heat resulting from ultrasound, only the thermal contribu-
tion in the final layer is taken into account. The consideration of
thermal heating in the final layer is taken because most acoustic energy
is confined in this region for ablation and because the attenuation
coefficient in the final layer, composed from tissue, is appreciably
greater than in other layers. In order to map the distribution of heat, the
final layer is discretized into volumetric elements, which is an analogy
with the surface discretization for the interface in Fig. 2(b). The only
difference is that the region of interests turns into volume from surface,
and the resulting elements are hexahedral for thermal computation.
With the acoustic pressure known from Section 2.2, the temperature
rise is computed by the steady-state solution of the bio-heat transfer
equation [33].

∂
∂

= ∇ − +ρ C T
t

k T ρ C WT Qt t t b b
2
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Fig. 2. Analytical notation for multilayer modeling. (a) Discretization of transducer surface into triangular sub-facets with the zoom-in of one facet as an example. (b)
An environment with two layered media: discretization of interface into square sub-interfaces and definition of incidence and refraction angles.
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The T is the temperature change (K) from reference temperature; ρt,
Ct , and kt are the density (kg/m3), specific heat capacity (J/kg/K), and
thermal conductivity (W/m/K) of tissue, respectively; ρb and Cb are the
density and specific heat capacity of blood, respectively; W is the vo-
lumetric perfusion rate (m3/m3/s) of the blood in the tissue; Q is the
thermal power caused by acoustic pressure in unit tissue volume (W/
m3).

For the sth discretized volumetric element, the thermal source
caused by the acoustic pressure is
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where αt is the attenuation coefficient (Np/m/Hz) of the tissue, prms
s is

the root mean square value of ps, and ct is the sound speed in the tissue.
For the steady state response at one field point [36], the thermal

contribution of the sth volume element is
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where Vs is the volume of the sth element, r| |s is the distance between the
center of the sth element and the field point, and the dimensions of Hs

and E are (m·K) and (m), respectively.
Since all the discretized volume elements contribute to the thermal

response at this field point, hence the overall temperature change is
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where S is the total number of the discretized volume elements in the
tissue.

3. Characterization of deployable tessellated acoustic array

Using the theoretical framework established in Section 2, the ul-
trasound focusing capability of the proposed concept is characterized in
this Section 3. Here, “curved array” is used to refer to the deployable
acoustic array based on the curved Miura-ori tessellation. Because the
curved array resembles an arc shape, which is an ideal geometry for
wave focusing in two dimension [34], a comparison between the curved
array and arc is presented for benchmarking purposes. In the compar-
ison, the arc radius, length, and width are the same with those of the
corresponding unfolded curved array [27].

3.1. Comparison in focusing between ideal arc and curved array

The focusing and thermal ablation capabilities of the ideal arc and
curved array are compared in a 3-layer environment in Fig. 3. The
acoustic sources are positioned in water, adjacent to a layer of fat, and
then a tissue layer. The layer thicknesses are respectively 2 cm, 2 cm,
and 12 cm for the water, fat, and tissue. Material properties for the
layers are given in Table 1. The wave focusing is anticipated to occur in
the tissue layer based on the curvatures of the arc and array. The cur-
vatures are decided by the folding angle θ that are 4° and 8° for the top
and bottom rows in Fig. 3, respectively. The results of acoustic pressure
amplitude in Fig. 3(a, b), acoustic intensity in Fig. 3(c, d), and tem-
perature change in Fig. 3(e, f) are shown for the −x z plane where
y = 0. The facet dimensions of curved Miura-ori unit are a1 = 2 mm,
b1 = 2 mm, γ1 = 75°, and γ2 = 70°, while the size ×M Mx y is ×16 2.
Since each Miura-ori unit includes four facets, there is a total of 128
tessellated facets for the tessellation considered in this Section 3. The

driving frequency is 1 MHz and the normal velocity amplitude of the
oscillating surfaces is 0.3 m/s.

For Fig. 3(a, b), the left portion from x = 0 presents the acoustic
pressure of the ideal arc while the prediction for the curved array is on
the right portion. In the middle unshaded slot of each sub-figure is a
black dot that indicates the target focal point. Considering Fig. 3(a)
when the curved array is folded to θ = 4°, it is observed that the
acoustic pressure amplitude near the target focal region realized from
the curved array wave radiation is quantitatively and qualitatively si-
milar to that realized by the ideal arc. The peak locations of acoustic
pressure amplitude occur at z = 10.8 cm for both the arc and curved
array, while the maximum pressure delivered from the curved array to
the focal point is approximately 99.0% of the pressure provided by the
arc. The deviation on the peak value of the acoustic pressure results
from the folding-induced variation of the radiating surfaces of the
curved array that reduces the more ideal constructive interference
generated by the arc at the focal point [34]. With the increase of folding
of the curved array to θ = 8°, Fig. 3(b) shows the curvature radius is
decreased and the focal point is closer to the acoustic sources. In this
case, there is also substantial qualitative and quantitative agreement in
the acoustic fields radiated from the ideal arc and curved array sources
both near to the source surfaces and towards the focal point. The peak
pressure amplitude from the curved array is 96.5% of the amplitude
provided from the arc. The reduction is caused by increase of the
folding-induced variation of the curved array source surfaces in the
radial direction so that constructive interference at the focal point is
mildly reduced.

For both the ideal arc and the curved array, the maximum pressure
amplitude in Fig. 3(b) occurs at the designed target focal point of
z = 5.8 cm. Yet, in Fig. 3(a) the peak pressure amplitude occurs at
z = 10.8 cm although the focal length inscribed by the source is
11.8 cm. In other words, there is a 1 cm difference between the actual
focusing and the targeted location, which is significant for medical
treatment. Such deviation is supported by the well-known fact that
acoustic focusing occurs closer to the source than the theoretical focal
point as the focal length increases [14].

The acoustic intensity around the focal region is shown in Fig. 3(c)
and (d). The arrow length indicates the relative intensity magnitude,
and the red and blue arrows represent the acoustic intensity of ideal arc
and curved array, respectively. For θ = 8° in Fig. 3(d), it is seen the
energy flow substantially converges to the focal point. By comparison,
the more parallel intensity vectors in Fig. 3(c) for the longer focal
length suggest a less substantial focusing effect. This assessment of re-
sults supports the observations to compare Fig. 3(a, b) regarding
acoustic pressure amplitude focusing. The red and blue arrows are al-
most coincident in Fig. 3(c, d), which indicates that the curved array is
functionally similar to the ideal arc in terms of the wave focusing me-
chanisms.

The thermal change from ambient conditions is shown in Fig. 3(e, f).
Here, like in Fig. 3(a, b), the thermal changes in the tissue layer induced
by the ideal arc are shown to the left portion of the plots while the
thermal changes corresponding to wave focusing from the curved array
are shown in the right portion. The black dots denote the target focal
points. The locations of the maximum temperature rise in Fig. 3(e) and
(f) coincide with the peak acoustic pressure in Fig. 3(a) and (b), re-
spectively. On the other hand, the regions of significant temperature
rise are spatially broader than the acoustic pressure focusing. This be-
havior is due to conduction of heat through the tissue layer, a me-
chanism not found in problems solely of wave propagation. In Fig. 3(e)
the temperature is elevated by around 10 K for both the ideal arc and
curved array. Yet in Fig. 3(f), the peak temperature rises are 28.39 and
26.51 K for ideal arc and curved array, respectively. This deviation is
due to the acoustic pressure amplitude differences provided by the
distinct acoustic sources. As Eq. (9) states, the temperature change is
determined by the acoustic power. The acoustic power is proportional
to the square of acoustic pressure. Using the temperature elevation due
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to ideal arc as a reference, the temperature elevation caused by curved
array would subsequently approximately be 28.39 × 0.9652 = 26.43 K
since the percentage deviation in acoustic pressure amplitude at the
focal point (96.5%) should be squared to account for the acoustic power
proportionality. This result is close to the actual value of thermal rise
caused by the curved array: 26.51 K. This explains the origin of the
quantitative temperature difference in Fig. 3(f).

Considering the broad results of Fig. 3 in summary, the peak
acoustic pressure amplitude in Fig. 3(a) is around 41% of the amplitude
in Fig. 3(b). This quantitatively demonstrates that the significance of
acoustic focusing capability is reduced for longer focal lengths. This
likewise supports the technical approach that HIFU treatment at close
range to the transducer surface results in greater thermal ablation
functionality. In the examples given here, the thermal rise increases
from 10 K in Fig. 3(e) to around 26 K in Fig. 3(f). Based on the similarity
of the thermal change afforded by the curved array compared to the
ideal arc, the advantageous deployability of a foldable acoustic array
having similar functionality as the ideal arc promotes the detailed
consideration of the concept of origami-inspired tessellated arrays to

focus ultrasound.

3.2. Contrast in near field region between ideal arc and curved array

Close to the focal regions in Fig. 3, the curved array delivers
acoustic waves in functionally similar ways as the ideal arc source. Yet,
close to the surfaces of the curved array and arc, Fig. 3 suggests there
are greater discrepancies regarding the wave fronts. In order to uncover
the underlying physics that distinguishes the tessellated array from the
ideal arc source, the acoustic fields near to the transducer surfaces are
shown in Fig. 4 for the 1 MHz wave radiation with focal point near
z = 5.8 cm. Fig. 4(a) presents the acoustic pressure amplitude for the
curved array and Fig. 4(b) shows the corresponding results for the arc.

From Fig. 4(a) for the curved array, it is evident that the acoustic
field exhibits a periodic sequence of local regions of high acoustic
pressure amplitude at constant radial distances to the focal point. Such
discrete local foci originate from the near field regions of each unit cell.
From the inset in Fig. 4(a), the four facets in each unit point inwardly to
a location near to their surfaces. Each unit results in a similar feature,

Fig. 3. Comparisons between ideal arc and curved array in the −x z plane of y =0. (a, b) Acoustic pressure amplitude of ideal arc (left) and curved array (right). The
black dot in the middle denotes the target focal point and the unshaded area in the bottom indicates the space below acoustic baffle. (c, d) Acoustic intensity of ideal
arc (red) and curved array (blue) around focal region. (e, f) Temperature change caused by ideal arc (left) and curved array (right) in the tissue layer. The black dot in
the middle denotes the target focal point. Folding angles of tessellated array are 4° (top row) and 8° (bottom row). (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Properties of materials used in multilayer environment [37].

Speed of sound (m/
s)

Density (kg/m3) Attenuation coefficient (Np/m/
MHz)

Specific heat capacity (J/kg/
K)

Thermal conductivity (W/m/
K)

Perfusion rate (m3/m3/s)

Water 1498 997 2.88 × 10−4 N/A N/A N/A
Fat 1445 921 7 N/A N/A N/A
Tissue 1596 1050 4.5 3600 0.512 1.33 × 10−2

Blood N/A 1030 N/A 3620 N/A N/A
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giving rise to the 16 local focal regions adjacent to the array surface.
This explains why these spots are uniformly distributed on the curve
that is in parallel with the profile of the transducer, and the number of
these spots agrees with the number of units in x dimension. Along the
propagation of acoustic waves, these local foci eventually converge into
the focal point that is designed. In contrast, the acoustic field in
Fig. 4(b) is more uniform since the oscillating surface of the arc is
smooth and all infinitesimal surface areas are normal to the focal point.
These assessments help to illuminate the distinctive constructive in-
terference mechanisms employed by both arrays towards culminating
in functionally similar wave focusing.

4. Studies and discussions

In this section comprehensive studies are undertaken to explore
strategies to design and deploy the proposed concept of foldable, tes-
sellated arrays for HIFU-relevant practices.

4.1. Acoustic pressure peaks governed by f-number

For a spherical transducer, the f-number relates the focal length
with the aperture size [32]. Here an analogy is made for the curved
array where the f-number is defined as the ratio of the focal length to
the transducer size in the curved dimension, i.e. x direction in this re-
port. To investigate the influence of f-number on focusing, the sizes of
the arrays studied in Fig. 5 are (a) ×16 2, (b) ×12 2, and (c) ×8 2. The
folding angle for each array remains θ = 7°. Consequently, the f-
number number is varied from (a) 1.04, to (b) 1.36, to (c) 2.00. Here,
the curved Miura-ori unit dimensions, driving conditions, and multi-
layer environment parameters are the same with those studied in
Section 3. In Fig. 5, the acoustic pressure magnitude at =x y( , ) (0, 0) is
presented as a function of z axis. Each sub-figure includes the results of
transmission (+z direction), reflection (−z direction), and the total
response. In the water layer, the direct radiation from the tessellated
array is referred to as the transmitted wave. Reflection is not considered
in the tissue layer, assuming the layer to extend sufficiently far such
that reflected waves are substantially attenuated.

The quality factor is defined to be

=QF
z

zΔ
peak

(12)

The zpeak is the location in the z-axis where acoustic pressure am-
plitude is maximized, and zΔ is the total distance from zpeak over which
the acoustic power amplitude is at least one-half of the peak value.

Studying Fig. 5 from (a) to (b) to (c), the focusing capabilities are
lessened with the decrease in array units in the long axis. The quality
factor is correspondingly reduced according to the array design
changes, such that the QF reduces from (a) 6.64, to (b) 3.82, and then
to (c) 2.00. The decrease of the quality factor means that the pressure
peak becomes broader and therefore the precision of the focused ul-
trasound is reduced. Moreover, despite possessing the same inscribed
radius of curvature, the focal point location in the tissue layer draws
closer to the array with reduction of the array units and thus quality
factor. Specifically, in Fig. 5(a) and (b), the focal points are near 6.6 cm,
which is sufficiently close to the ideal focal length of 6.7 cm. Yet in
Fig. 5(c), the focal point is around 5.6 cm. This fact is because acoustic
focusing occurs closer to the acoustic transducer of smaller size under
the same focal length [14]. From this study, the increase of f-number is
not favorable for acoustic focusing, which is analogous to the trend
regarding f-number in optics.

In addition, it is seen in Fig. 5 that the contributions from the re-
flected, backward propagating waves are insignificant to vary the total
acoustic pressure amplitude in the near field region. Comparing the
total response and the transmission in all sub-figures, the reflection only
causes small ripples of the transmission and does not change the total
pressure significantly.

4.2. Normal velocity distributions at the layer interfaces

The layer interfaces provide important insight on the focusing
capabilities of curved arrays designed with different widths. Here the
array width is determined by My, i.e. the number of transducer units
assembled in y axis. In Fig. 6, the magnitude of the normal particle
velocity normalized by My is presented over the interfaces. The sizes of
the arrays in Fig. 6 are (a) ×16 1, (b) ×16 2, and (c) ×16 3. The folding
angle of the arrays is θ = 9°. All other variables are the same with those
used in Section 3.

Considering the interface at z = 2 cm in Fig. 6(a), the velocity

Fig. 4. Near field acoustic pressure of curved array (a) and ideal arc (b) in the −x z plane of y = 0, which are the close-ups of Fig. 3(b) in the region close to the
acoustic source. In (a), the black circles and white ellipses are for emphasis purpose.

Fig. 5. Magnitude of acoustic pressure at the broadside of tessellated array as a function of axial distance in z direction. Each sub-figure includes the total response,
transmission, and reflection. The ×M Mx y of arrays are ×16 2 (a), ×12 2 (b), and ×8 2 (c). Folding angle is 7° for all the sub-figures.
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magnitude exhibits a periodic sequence of locally high values that is
distributed along the x direction and narrow in the y direction. The
trend originates from similar phenomena as those that produce the
periodically large acoustic pressure amplitudes shown in Fig. 4(a). At
z = 4 cm in Fig. 6(a), such local increases in normal velocity magnitude
on the interface are mostly diminished as the waves converge towards
the focal point near z = 5.2 cm. The area of the large velocity mag-
nitude at z = 4 cm is broader in the y dimension than on the interface
z = 2 cm indicating that focusing from an array shape similar to an arc
does not occur in the width dimension.

Similar trends as those observed in phenomena in Fig. 6(a) recur
when the number of curved Miura-ori units is increased from 1 to 2 in
the y direction in Fig. 6(b). On the other hand, the normalized mag-
nitude of the velocity is decreased overall. Compared with the curved
Miura-ori units in Fig. 6(a), the additional assembled units in Fig. 6(b)
are further away from the focal point in the y dimension. In practice,
the array in Fig. 6(b) is more mechanically robust than the more slender

×16 1 array in Fig. 6(a). Due to the greater width for the ×16 2 array in
Fig. 6(b), a greater proportion of destructive interference occurs in the
focal region. The average distances from the oscillating sub-facets of the
arrays in Fig. 6(a) and (b) to the arc center are 0.05214 m and
0.05217 m, respectively. The arc radius is 0.05213 m, therefore the
phase deviations from ideal focusing caused by the array widths in
Fig. 6(a) and (b) are respectively 2.40° and 9.59°. This explains the
decrease of the velocity magnitude in Fig. 6(b) compared to results
shown in Fig. 6(a). This trend is further extended for the array spanning

×16 3 transducer units in Fig. 6(c). Here, the average phase deviation is
increased to 24.82°. For the curved tessellated array considered in this
study, it is found that the increase in the width dimension diminishes
the focusing capability. For acoustics focusing ability in three dimen-
sions, tessellations that emulate spherical shapes are desired [38].

4.3. Influence of tessellation geometry on energy focusing

The geometry of the curved Miura-ori unit also intuitively governs
the wave focusing behaviors. In this Section 4.3, the change of edge
angle γ2 is examined for corresponding effects on the acoustic pressure
magnitude at focal point. The unit dimensions of curved Miura-ori
considered are a1 = 2 mm, b1 = 2 mm, and γ1 = 55°. The ×M Mx y is

×16 2 and folding angle θ is 4°. The array elements are driven at 1 MHz
with a normal velocity amplitude of 0.3 m/s.

Fig. 7 presents the acoustic pressure amplitude of the curved array
as a function of the distance along z axis and edge angle γ2. The dashed
lines denote the geometric radius of the curved array. It is seen that the
geometric radius of the curved array, which corresponds to the location
of greatest acoustic pressure amplitude, is directly tuned by γ2. Conse-
quently, this reveals a broad design space by geometry tuning in par-
allel with array folding to focus waves because the folding angle

remains θ = 4° in Fig. 7. It is also observed that when the value of γ2
approaches γ1 = 55°, the focal point extends to great distance (beyond
the z extent in Fig. 7), and the pressure amplitude is diminished. This
fact results from the geometry and can be explained by the limiting case
of the middle inset in Fig. 7. From the middle inset, it is seen that
γ2 = 55° indicates =γ γ1 2 and the curved Miura-ori is equivalent to a
regular Miura-ori unit [30]. Because the shape change of a regular
Miura-ori array is purely two-dimensional, curvature for focusing is not
induced by folding actions. In addition, the geometric radius of the
array is more sensitive to changes in γ2 when >γ γ2 1. All together, these
results show that the unit geometry complements opportunity to design
the tessellated arrays by unit assembly in order to tailor acoustic wave
focusing capability.

4.4. Practical considerations of implementation

Drawing on the prior section modeling and studies, the functional
characteristics of deployable tessellated array are physically examined
and illuminated. Here, practical considerations to implement such a
concept are evaluated.

One way to fabricate the transducer elements is through conven-
tional dicing of PZT to shapes that are then bonded to a substrate
adopting the crease pattern of the target tessellation, considering
practical thick origami principles [39]. To drive the transducer ele-
ments and independently actuate the shape, conformal electrical con-
nections [40,41] may then be applied to the PZT network while ac-
tuators may be applied to the tessellation hinges or creases. Actuators
may include shape memory materials [42,43], magnetic materials [44],
or conventional cable-driven techniques. Lamination of the product
with fiber-reinforced epoxy, like Garolite or FR4, is one way to enhance
the mechanical robustness of the packaged transducer. The actuators
may hold the tessellated array into a fully folded shape during transport
to the point of care, such as through minimally invasive guided probe

Fig. 6. Magnitude of normal particle velocity over interfaces, which is normalized by number of Miura-ori units in y dimension. ×M Mx ys are ×16 1 (a), ×16 2 (b),
and ×16 3 (c). Folding angle is 9° for all the sub-figures.

Fig. 7. Broadside acoustic pressure of tessellated array as a function of edge
angle γ2 and z axis. The dashed lines indicate the geometric focal length of
curved array and the folding angle is 4°.
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surgical techniques, and may then be deployed by release of the ac-
tuation to reconfigure into the focusing shape. Afterwards the reverse
procedures may be undertaken to remove the transducer from the body
in the compact and fully folded shape. These are representative ways of
implementing the concept in practice although more versatile and ef-
fective techniques may be available given continued concept develop-
ment.

5. Numerical verification

In order to verify the theoretical infrastructure established in
Section 2, here the finite element (FE) method is implemented in
COMSOL Multiphysics to simulate the wave radiation from the tessel-
lated array into a multilayer domain as a benchmark for analytical
predictions. To facilitate the multiphysics computation, the FE model
accounts for the heat transfer in the tissue domain, consistent with the
analysis. The top and bottom surfaces of the FE simulation boundaries
are defined by the temperature distributions computed analytically,
since the precise definition of these surfaces is central to the simulation
result. The remaining surfaces of the FE simulation utilize ambient
temperature definitions. For computational accuracy, the domains are
discretized with linear elements using at least six elements along one
wavelength. The comparisons of analysis and simulation are presented
in Fig. 8. The variables related to the geometry of curved Miura-ori
array and multilayered environment are the same with those in Section
3.1. Here, the driving frequency is 250 kHz, due to computational
limitations for higher frequency calculations. The folding angle θ is 8°
and the normal velocity magnitude of the facets is 1 m/s.

In Fig. 8(a), the left portion of the plot presents the acoustic pressure
amplitude predicted by the analysis while the FE simulation results are
provided on the right side. The analytical predictions agree well with
the simulations considering several distinct qualitative and quantitative
aspects of wave focusing. Specifically, the focal regions occur at the
same location (z=5.4 cm) for both modeling approaches, while the
relative error of the peak acoustic pressure magnitude is only 3.8%.
Similar conclusions are made for the temperature rise shown in
Fig. 8(b). Yet, the discrepancies between analysis and FE simulation are
seen away from the focal region in the x axis. The simulations suggest
that the thermal energy diffusion adopts an opposite concavity to that
of the analysis, seen in Fig. 8(b). On the other hand, the significance of
these thermal changes is small in relation to the focal point tempera-
ture, since just a 5 mm change in the x direction away from the focal
point reduces the thermal rise by almost 15 K. Overall, the agreement in
the salient trends of wave focusing between the FE simulation and ex-
pedient analysis is good, which underscores the efficacy of the theo-
retical approach to characterize the versatile wave focusing capabilities

of the tessellated arrays.

6. Conclusions

This research investigated an origami-inspired concept of re-
configurable tessellated acoustic arrays for focusing ultrasound and
achieving exceptional deployability. By attention to a compact, flat-
foldable acoustic array, the analytical studies demonstrate transducer
design factors and deployment techniques to achieve thermal elevation
levels sufficient for conventional HIFU practice. The interference me-
chanisms governing the tessellated array wave focusing are contrasted
to those of an arc-shaped acoustic source. It is discovered that the
tessellated radiator is comparable with the ideal arc in terms of the
focal region, while the acoustic responses are distinctive in the field
close to transducer surface. Computational simulations verify the effi-
cacy of the theoretical modeling tool and give motivation to the con-
tinued development of physically reconfigurable acoustic arrays for
ultrasound focusing applications.
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